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TECHNICAL ‘MEfiORANDUM
,.

FOR AERONAUTIC S.

NO. 301.

LIGHT AIRJ?LANES

OF

FRANCE , GERMANY, ITALY, EKELGIULII,HOLLAND,

CZE!IHOSLOVA-KIA AND LITHUAN1A.*

In the presentation of data regarding light airplanes of these

countries, it wi11 not be possible to make coinparisons as co-mpletely

as given in preceding Technical Memorandums, o~:,-i~gto lack of infor-

mation and a more complete or exteilsiveprogram! governing the con-

test or ‘test flight. The characteristics or qualifications, however,

as available in published accounts, are given individually with the

structural description and mi11 be found to represent quite thor-

oughly the performance or efficie-ncyof the airplane.

Unfavorable wca-therinterfered seriously in the “Tour of France”

and the “Rh8n” contest and prevented, no dou-ot,a more successful

pa~ticipation on the part of airplanes ~~rhichhad previously dis-

played excellent qualifications both in pezfozmance and structural

design.

* Compiled by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics-
See Technical :Jemorandum ~Jo.299: Tmo-Seat Light Airplanes vhicn

Participated in Contest Held e-tLymjjne,England, 7Jeek O-LSeptember
zg to October 4, 1924; and No. 297: Royal Aezo Club Light Aeroplane
CorOpetition-
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“Daimler L 1511Monoplane. *

The “Daimler L 15!’light airplane (two-sea-thigh:wing mOnOPlane)

contains the reconditioned wings and fuselage of the low-powered

mOnOplane glider designed by Herr Klemm and constructed at the Daim-

ler Carriage Uorks in 1919. In 1922 it was converted into a glider

by the removal of the engine and experiments showed it to be Very

efficient aerodynamically and possessing ample control~ability. It

was then equipped with znother, more powerful, engine and designated

the L 15 light airplane. As will be seen from the outline drawings,

it is cafltileverwith a semi-thick Vringtapering in both chord and

ordinate tov:ardthe tips. The two spars are of new design in cross-

section which it is claimed prevents buckling. The wing is in three

sections with the tip lengths h?.lf the central length in span and is

without dihedral or sweep back. The sections are joined by quick re-

lease d.evices- Ordinary ailerons are used and are hinged to the

rear spar.

The fuselage is of the usual structure, consisting of four lon-

gerons with wire bracing and formers. In section the main structure

is rectangular, but fairings are added to top and bottom to give

better streamlining. The covering is fabric, doped in the usual way.

The front eildof the structure is detachable near the leading edge

of the wing at tiich point two transverse members are adjacent and

are joined by a simple union recluiringno adjustment or special

* From “Das Leicb.tflugzeug f& Sport und Reise’lby Werner V. Langs-
dorff, 1924; “Flight ,“ May 8, 1924- .

Böblingen
Flugzeug
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tools . All

disassembly

In the

separable

is easily

control

with provisions for

entirely within the

With

~ine

this

disk

parts r.rejcined by slender safety bolts and a

accomplished.

mechanism the usual stick and rudder bar are useti

dual control if needed and the cables are almost

fuselage and wings.

The pilot occupies

a passenger in the

weight seems to be

the front seat situated between the spars.

back seat the counter balancing of the en-

good although it appears likely that with

aIVZUI&U(211tthe Center of gravity ITIi@t lx? Sornewhp.taft.

The landing gear is equipped with ~~heelshaving three-ply wood

sides and ash rims but without rubber tires. Loads up to 600

kg (1323 lb.) were ‘:rithstood

ing, although it weighed but

similar to those used on the

by one wheel under test without break-

1.2 kg (2.641b.). These wheels are

.L..N.L.C. monoplanes in the 1923 Lympne

contest. The s{ru% arrangement is similar to that employed on tor-

pedo seaplanes, each wheel having two diagonal struts in V forma-

tion, exte-ndingfrom joints at the fuselage longerons without a hor-
.

izontal co-nnectingaxle and are free to oscillate laterally. The

landing shocks are cormmmicated through a vertical strut to elastic

cables situated within the ~rtngs instead of to the usual shock absorb

ing mechanism at the wheels. Whether or not this method may cause a

serious strain on the wing structure in the event of a hard landing,

resulting possibly in a subsequent failure in flight; is a very im-

portant consideration.

The engine is mounted on a steel structure and-cowled in with
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the finned cylinders projecting sufficiently for air cooling. The

cowling is easily removable, giving ready access to both engine a-rid

gears. A planetary reduction gear is used.
*

The fuel tank is installed behind. the engine and is sufficiently

high to provide a direct gravity feed.

To meet transportation requirements, a special carriage equipped

with a pair of rubber-tired wheels is used. The airplane is carried

with its wings parallel to t’hefuselage, the stabilizer being raised

to a vertical position ~tildfastene& with a tie rod whish is hooked

into its hi-nges. The center section is carried on one siCLeand.the

two end sections on the other.

But few particulars are available regarding the performance of

this airplane, but in a solo flight it is said to have reached an

altitude of 2134 m (7000 ft.) and to have imadea duration flight of

3 hours and e.c.istanceflight of 118 miles. With a passenger it is

credited with an altitude of 1100 m (3600 ft~), a duration of 2

hours and a,Cistance flight of 75 miles,

Considering the low engine power, these results are very credit-

able and especially so, since the airplane was designed four years

ago, before the efficiency of light airplanes

Fig. II contains -theengine data, ?reas,

drawings.

began to be apparent=

dimensions and outline
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Span 12.6 m
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LenGth 6.62 m .
i2i.7’2ft.)
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Fig. 11 llDaimlerL 1511two-seat
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